
Business Process Management (BP)
in
dynamic workflows made easy

PTFS’ Knowvation® is a leading edge Content Services Platform providing one-
search-finds-all capability and impeccable enterprise content management to 
organizations around the world. Now it is taking the next step in evolution by adding 
the power of business process management to an already dynamic system.

By adding the Java Business Process Management engine to Knowvation, business workflows 
can be applied in any instance. Fully or partially automated workflows can be customized to 
any specific need on and ad-hoc basis and easily managed by agency or PTFS Engineers. 

Customers familiar with the Knowvation interface will feel comfortable knowing their workflows 
can be operated and maintained. A separate GUI-based interface is used to create and 
update business processes. Knowvation BP workflow functionality can be tightly integrated with 
existing applications using flexible Web Services.

Knowvation BP integrates seamlessly with external services to retrieve data and drive business 
functions with full reporting and logging powered by JBPM Business Central.
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Virtually any workflow can be automated in Knowvation BP. A few examples of those already being 
used include:

Get the Power.

About PTFS
With over twenty-five years of experience, PTFS offers customized and proven content management 
solutions. Our core products include Knowvation® and Bibliovation™. To help organizations focus on their 
missions, PTFS offers highly technical teams that streamline the process to implement and maintain custom 
solutions that best meet their needs.

Connect with us
1801 Research Blvd., Suite 310
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 654-8088

www.ptfs.com

The PTFS Team provides implementation, maintenance, training, and support services for Knowvation, as 
well as integration services as required to support any unique customer environment. PTFS operates an 
internal Digitization Service Bureau which has performed classified and unclassified conversion services 
and analysis for more than 100 Government organizations.

Services

■ Records management
■ Permit applications
■ Document creation
■ Document redaction/editing
■ Physical fulfillment task management
■ Document routing and approvals
■ Single and Multi-party reviews
■ Document preparation and export
■ Document content extraction

■ Workflow for signatures
■ Forms content extraction
■ Customizable web forms enabling customer 

data entry
■ Process lifecycle management
■ Task Scheduling
■ External communication via email and RSS
■ Metadata extraction and tagging

What’s Your Workflow?


